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ABSTRACT 

Computer being an electronic device which accept aiid'processes data following a set of instructions known 

as PROGRAM to produce an accurate and ellicient result called INFORMATION, this is thereby, termed 

the value of the machine lies solely on i15 ability to store large amount of data, thc unfailillg accuracy, 

conciseness and precision.Oh! Computers are marvelous and wonderful. Experts account for its supremacy 

over the hwnan bbour, which is widely believed. Therefore, what can the world do without computer 

today? 
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BACKGROUND 

In human development, mathem~ltics plays a major role ill formal 
learning in all buman activities, be it economical, political or academics, 
there is bound to be the need for calculations and most people even the 
professional in these areas of calculations usually scared cithel' by the 
possibility of these being an error in their result from a calculation carried 
out or they arc scared orthe tedious procedures a particular problem or the 
large complex formula involved in solving n problem, 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Calculations started from the origin of man or rather "early man". 

In what, they must bave in one way or other counted apples, trees, and 

Animals in their environment in which they lived and ever since then, 

as man's technological abilities increases, so does calculation becomes 

more complex and advanced. This pl'Oject, automated progression 

and measuration system, is an aspect of mathematics that involves series 

called terms or set tbat follows a patter with a particular method of soluUon 

but the project Is concerned with developing computer program to provide 

.. .. :solution to progression problems. 

1.1 SIATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

In human development, matbematlcs plays a major role In formal learning tn 

all human activities, be it economical, political or academics, there is bound 

to be the need for calculations and most people even the professional in these 

areas of calculations usually scared either by the possibility of these being an 

in their result from a calculation carl'ied out Ot' they are scared of the tedious 

procedures a particular problem or the la.rge complex formula involved in 

solving a problem, 
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These and some other reasons call for development of a means "hleh 

c~uJd easily solve problems involving Calculations more reliable and error 

free and the computer, through the use of appropriate package, is a machine 

That can tarry out calculations reliably and produce a result that is error 

free wh(>n given the figure 

Ever, it has been the duty and the help of lectures to learn the 

techniques and skill required to handle mathematical problems. Through 

teaching computer aided learning has come to relicf lectures to some extent 

by proving leftrning environment through comput0r for student in tertiary 

institutions 

This project is to sen'c as instructioll- aided system, III solving 
p,'Ogr~ssion prohlem 

To create fornlUla fol' solving measuring problem. 

To encourage students to learn progression using computer. 
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~ . , ' CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Calculation has been in existence since the time of early man. The history 

I, ' of computer in data processing has shown that in the time of early man 

calculations were made which shows that the technological development or 

upwardness lies solely on calculations. The generations of computer started by 

the early man through other stages to the latest stage now (the modem 

.:---:..--
J.~chnologieal era) that enhances the easily flow of data and manipulation of data 

to generate output. Therefore "calculation has been the main stream of modem 

'" technological development. The history of computers in data processing gives 

the representation of the assertion. Above. 

2.1 HISTORY OF COMPUTERS IN DATA PROCESSING 

The historical development of computer in data proces~ing ranges from 

the pre- modem (early man) abacus to the latest development in computer 

technology, 

STAGE 1: THE PRE MODERN ERA ABACUS 450 Be 

The early man was the first to recognize data processing system in the 

history of making by making use of the fingers of his hands to represent the 

numbers as is contains in hardware component and system handout produced by 
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.. BABA (unpublished). The next major step taken by the first cavitations was to 

represeI?-t numbers by means of stones in heap of ten as is stated in BABA 

Hardware component and system hand out unpublished. This is tum lead to the 

development of Abacus or countering frame of seeds used by ancient greets or 

Romans and even today by many shops in china. Thus relatively simple devise 

is a frame with beads alTanged in parallel with wire at the middle represent 

figure. Arithmetic calculations are perfonned by manipulating the beads and the 

expert Abacus operator can calculate faster than a clerk using a dest calculator. 

STAGE 2: NAPIERS BONES (1617) 

The invention of logarithms by John Napier, is a landmark in the history 

of computing. Logarithms enable us to multiply and divide large numbers 

quickly accurately and easily. As a by - product of logarithms, Napier devised a 

tools for multiplication and division that was nick named Napier Berries. The 

bones were actually rods manipulated to multiply or divide two. Numbers. This 

invention popular in Europe, was used to multiply, divide and extract square 

roots of numbers. 

STAGE 3: PASCAL ADDING MACHINE (/642) 

In 1642, Blaise Pascal, produced the first mechanical calculating machine 

with the number 0 - 9 and engraved it around the circumference of the beads. It 

4 



was operated by wheels on the front of calculator with the carry over digit 

transmitted to the next column by direct gearing of successful shaft. The 

machines could only by used to add or subtract numbers, it cannot perfonn 

multiplication and division. It was difficult to repair and many people were in 

doubt of its ability to some time. 

~TAGE 4: LECBINZE CALCULATOR (1671) 

Gotfried von Leibniz in 1671 developed a machine which was an 

improvement of Pascal calculator. It utilized the same teclmique for addition 

and substraction of the Pascal device 1I1 addition it can now perform 

multiplication and division of numbers. 

However, as was the case with Pascal device, the machine was ahead of 

time the principles involve in Pascal and Leibniz calculator still found on some 

of the present day dial instmlTIent e.g. electricity metre. 

STAGE 5: JACQUARD WEAVING LOOM 

In 1801 Joseph Marie Jacquard developed to method of controlling the 

operations of a weaving loon with the use of holes punched into card. Thus 

devise was called Jacquard weaving loom. The holes punch into appropriate 

position in the card and could be mechanically programmed to weave specific 

'pattern and to use specific colour. Jacquard device was the prototype of the 

5 



,: punched card machine which we are using today. 

STAGE 6: CHARLES BABBAGE 

In 1822, Babbage built his first different engine. It is a small machine 

involving several linked adding mechanism which will automatically generate 

successful value of simple algebraic function using the method of finite 

differences. The machine can computer very accurate mathematical table once a 

single set of until value had bears input into the mechanic from 1822 to 1848, 

... babbage worked on a designing of a general -purpose digital calculating 

machine called an analytical engine. The machine is a program controlled 

mechanical digital computer, incorporating a complete arithmetic unit a stired 

and a punched card for input and output. babbage was frequently considered as 

i the father of modem computer because his engine incorporated the e~~ential 

/'" feature of the current automatic computers. 

1:,:' STAGE 7: HOLLERITH TABULA TING MACHINE 

Towards the end of 19th centulY, DR. Hennan Hollerith, modified the 

idea of Babbage different and analytical engines to produce. A machine to speed 

.,': up the task of taking national census in U.S.A. the machine that Hollerith design 

incorporated manual operation which consist of punched card with holes 

punched on a card of 80 columns and 12 rows, that can be read using electronic 

6 
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,<'means this machine was capable to tabulating and sorting numbers and they 
;" " " 

. used it for data processing for the population census in 1890 in U.S.A. 

In 1910, 1 new machine was developed for census in U.S.A. which was a 

. "'\ new tabulating system involving mechanical sensing card. This was the origin 
". \ 
.:. of punched card and was used in 1911 to develop an accounting machine and 

this was the fore - runner of machine use for accounting purpose nowadays. 

STAGE 8: MARK I 

In 1936, prof. Howard Aiken in collaboration with IBM (international 

. Business machines) constructs the automatic sequence controller calculator. 

They were successful in 1941 by demonstrating the activities of Howard mark I 

and machine was capable of perfonning aritlunetic operations effectively was 

'" developed. This machine was on electronic device which make use of counter 

wheel to store numbers in decimal fonn. Paper tape were also sued to input 

! program and limited facilities for loping were available with electronics tapes 

, ;' inside and nonnally used about 200kv of power. 

This machine could complete in 1 hour as many calculations as the mark 

I could do in a week. It could store only 20 numbers and the speed for addition, 

multiplication and division are 200, 300 and 6000 microseconds respectively. 

The major shOlt - coming of ENIAC was its inability to store programs along 

with the data to so processed. 
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EDVAC ELECTRONIC DISCRETE. VARIABLE 

AUTOMATIC COMPUTER 

In 1946, Mauchly and Eckert thought of another device that could 

',." ::iincorporate Dr. von Neumann's idea of stored program the list of instructions 
, " .,', ." ,it;:, \ 

,"j: which controls the operation of the computer, coded in the same way as the 
':' !" ' ~ ~L '; . ~ 

, '" input, date, initially stored in the computer along with the data, and then this 
" ·(r;. < 

j t,~' 1 " 

is executed automatically. TIlese men aimed at constructing a device 

"EDVAC, but them intention was not immediately achieved as they both 
,'," , i 

, " i,~t~, .' !. . 
:''1;,'.',;" ; 

,; separated to float their separate companies. 
, 'i ' 

This was the first computer to use the stored program. It was developed 

M. V Wilkes of Cambridge University. TIle stored program concept allows 
! ; 

lUV'U1U\,IUU' on to be done daring the execution of program as intermediate .~esult, 

and on .fact the program could be stored for future use instead of the usual 
" . I ~ 

• "> 

, , 'rion each time a program is run (executed). 
, :'~:~:" ' .

".~ , 

.i:,>:~ ':Recently, we have other electronic c011llnercial and scientific computer 

was designed by the pioneers of EDSAC. Notably among these UNIVAC. 
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THE MEANING COMPUTER. 

A computer is essentially an electronic device which process data 

supplied through any available input device e.g. keyboard into infonnation 

which can be stored in its memory of communicated to the user via any 

available output device e.g. (screen). 

The computers used in data processing composed one or more electronic 

machines using digital signal for recording and moving data and instructions. 

TI1US an interface has to exist between the computer itself and the users to 

(a) Provide it with instruction and raw materials. 

(b) Understand the infonnation produced by processing the raw materials. 

TYPES OF PROGRESSING 

2.2.1 ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION 

If a sequence of terms is such that the difference between any tenn and 

the one immediately proceeding it is constant, the tenns are said to fonn an 

arithmetic progression. The difference is called the common difference. 

Examples of asthmatic progressions are 

(i) 5, 8, 11, 14 -------------------------- common di fference are 

(ii) 3, 1, 5, 9 ----------------------------common difference +3. 

(iii) -2 , -3/4 , +112, + 13/4 -----------------------common difference 11/4 

(iv) a, a+d a+ 2d a+ 3d ---------------------------- --common difference d , , 
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Suppose the first term of an arithmetic progression (A.P) is 7 and the 

...... common difference. 3. 

The second term is 7 + 1 (3) = 10 

The third term is 7 + 2 (3) = 13 

Similarly the nth tenn of an AP abuse first tenn is a and whose common 

···2.2.2. GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION 

Ifin a sequence oftenns, and tenn is a constant multiple of the preceding, 

" >f{T';-'_~ 
;'Jr~:,the tenns are said to be in geometric progression (G.P). This multiple is called 

···:;;~:{-it;f\ 
. common ratio. 

: ,! ' 

arc' 

:,3, 6, 12, 24 ---------------- common ratio is + 2 
, 

.(~ ~ : 
, •. J 8 4· 2 1 1/ • • J/ 
. , /2 --------------- common rano IS /2 

.\.' , ) , , 

.:: 1 ~ . 

Suppose that 3 is the first term of a GP whose common ratio is 2. 

The second tenn is 3 (2) 
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Similarly the nth tenn of a G.P whose first tenn is a and whose common ratio is 

r is a*r n-I. 

2.3 LIMITATIONS OF OLD SYSTEM 

The manual operation of calculating progression problems involves the 

use of pen and paper and this method has is lot oflimitations which. 

1. Includes slow ill calculation: The manual method of calculating could be 

very slow in that its speed depends on the rate at which the user can add, 

subtract, multiple and divide figures 

2. Tedious: ll1e manual method of calculating could be tedious if the data 

involved are velY large and complex and if a particular step has to be 

repeated a number of time (looping). 

3. Prone to error: In the course of using the manual method of calculation 

in solving problems, there is a greater chance of error in the calculation in 

that human beings cannot be perfect. 

4. Insecurity: Data processed manually are not two secured in that they can 

easily be misplaced or accessed by unauthorized persons. 

2.4 INPUT FORMAT OF THE OLD SYSTEJ\1 

In the mammal method which is the old, variables are substituted with 

numbers integers or real numbers. The notations of these valuables are shown 

below. 

II 



, ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION 

." '.'.General ~onnat = a + (n - I) d 

a = first teml of a given series 

n = nth tenn of a gives series 

d = conunon difference between the tenn of the series (A.P) 
,', ~. 

2.4.2 GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION 

General fonnat = a *r n-I 

a = first tenn of a given series 

-n = nth tenn of a given series 

r = common ration between two tenns of a series (G.P). 

OUTPUT FORMAT OF OLD SYSTEM 
h· 1 

":;i',',' .,:; 

',:,;The,: output of the old system can be either be in integer or real number 
, \; ~ l; ~ ~ ,:' hi'": ' ... 

"i, !: . ~~ 

, . ' ,: The,output is the expected result after processing the output data. 
. ':"! ;~:"': .~ \ ' t 

ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION. 

'.Tn~Nth tenn of an A.P. 

, Tn= a + (n - I)d 

12 



2.5.2 GEOMETRIC PROGRESSION 

Tn= Nth tenn ofO.P 

T n-1 n= ar 

2.6 PROCESSING IN THE OLD SYSTEM 

Nth tenn of AP Tn = a + (n -I)*d 

Nth tenn ofOP Tn= a*r n-1 

Sum of AP Sn = (n/2 X 2 X a + (n - 1) X d) 

Sum ofOP Sn= a X (r n-l)/r - I ifr >1) 

I 
I ." -v . ---And a X (1-1)1)1 1_ r" ifr < I 
) . 

2.7 HOW THE OLD SYSTEM AFFECTS DECISION MAKING 

The old system due to its limitations and it other attributes affects 

decision making in various ways which include. 

1. Show decision making: Due to the slow speed with which the old system 

operates, it results into slow decision making and incases which involves 

business organization, slow decision making could have a bad effect on 

the set objectives of the organization. 

Wrong decision: Because of the manual method of calculating in the old 

system there are greater chances of en'ors is the final result and when 

these results are used in decision making, it can lead to wrong decision 

13 
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which could have effect on the user. 

Insecurity: The old system dues not provide adequate security for the 

processed data and cases where the processed data is lost and they are 

needed for future references they hider decision making. 

14 



CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 SYSTEM METHODOLOGY 

Introduction of New system:- The new system (Automated progression 

system) is meant to handle Arithmetic progression and geometric progression is 

designed in view of the limitations invited in the use of manual methods. 

CALCULATION IN LEARNING. 

The system is designed such that its. Menu driven and provides the user with a 

set of options to close from the menu. 

Operations: - The following mathematical operations are performed by the 

system. Series, arithmetic and geometric progression 

3.1 INPUT FORMAT: -

The input fonnat of the new system is such that integer, real constant are 

entered as numeric variable, lectems and strings as alphanumeric and alphabetic 

variables. Choice, name and heading and label. The system prompts the user to 

enter the figure to be used in the proposed calculation as numeric variable. In 

cases that involves arrays of numbers, the system prompts the user to user the 

limit of the array and then subsequently the numbers. In other cases, the user is 

expected to input just the values to be used in the calculation. 

Output format: - The format of the output IS numenc, alphabetic and 

15 



alphanumeric for string variables. Values that output by the system are numeric 

constants (real or integer). After processing the system output the required 

results and the values used in its computation. 

Documentation: - The project automated progression system is designed in A 

BASIC, is aimed at using the computer in calculating arithmetic and geometric 

progression as a teaching aid. The project beings with Logo APS (automotive 

progression system) and them to the main menu and the user is then requested 

to enter hislher choice from the provided options. On editing choice, the system .1 

then takes you to the specified environment wither automatic or geometric ;1· 

while in the specified environment, a sub menu is displayed for either the user 'f: 

to specify the problem to be solved and then the control is then transferred to 

the environment that handles such problem. 

For instance if from the mam menu which consists of arithmetic, 

. ',',':\11Is to solve an aritlunetic progression 

::,1'1 a for arithmetic progression, the system them moves 

to arithmetic environment and display a sub - menu for the user to chose from 

again a set of definition, fonnula, examples etc. 

Upon entering of choice from the options displayed in the sub- menu of 

arithmetic progression the control is then transferred to the environment of the 

specified arithmetic progression. If the problem is such that has different types, . 

the user again is requested to enter the kind of the problem to be solved from the 

16 
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options provided in a sub - menu. The same procedure is sued in solving 

geometric progression problem. The major point to meet is that the user make 

hislher choice from the provided menu and at each stage the user has to tell the 

system what course of action from within the provided options he/she wants the 

system to cany - out and as such the package could be said to be user friendly. 

CHANGEOVER 

The (APS) is prepared to be sued in a parrall running with the manual 

method of learning and teaching while the APS will be used for check up and 

I 

ptivate use to enhance and promote fast and self learning. Both the CAPS) and 

lectures are used together to get the best result for the student. 

17 
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~'.5 OUTPUT fOlztAT OF TilE OLi) SYSTEM -----_. __ ._--------:-

The output of the 0Ill system :Like t.he input, can be either he :1.:1 

i.nteger en: real numbc·.L" form. The Oi.ltp~,t is the expected re:3ult aft~r\ 

1. HATHE.t-1ATICAL PROllLEHS 

a J'IrH.h.llll!t:lc 3IH.l CcolUl.!trtc progrcosion 

Tn '"' Nth tenu of an A. P 

Tn Nth term 0.': a C. P' 

Sn SUlll of A.1' 

Sn "" SUIll of C.l:' 

h. QUJJratic Equation 

x ~ R00t~ of an equation 

c. HC.:1:.->ul:ation 

l\.t (! d : 

A ,~ An:a 0 C ".IlY g:l" en IJhu PIC' 

v = volume 01 a Gh~pc 

Perimetec: 

P "" P'.'TJllil.:tcr of a g:lV1!ll ~jbapc 



.15 

d Median 

med "" lIl!!an of gIven v<'.llues 

c Hode 

Ho ::: mode of gi''1cn values 

3.6 PROCESSING IN TUE OLD SYSTEH 

MATHEMATICAL PHOBLEMS 

Nth term of A.P Tn .. a + (n -1)J 

;" 
f; n - 1 Nth term of G.p Tn .... a r 

··V~J· 
;ki~:. 

SUIll of A.P Sn'" n/2 *(2*a +(0 - l):hd) 
,-

Sum of G.P Sn .. a*(r n 
1) /r -1 if 1 - r 

n n and a*(l - r )/1 - r if r 1 -' 

Root of an equation X::o -b~ I b"b- U.*a*c) 

if:;':" 
tK:" 
~': 

l;: .. 
.~~~~:' .. 

,\ i~. ',." 
. ''''7',,/ 

'~t &"'~'" .; 
. r.1~l;~'·· \, / 
r" . 
~~':":' 
~~" 
j"';'(O:' 

.'f\>'· 

Area of SQUARL 

Area of RECTANGLE 

Area of TRIANGLE 

Area of TRAi?EZIHH 

Area of P ARALLELOG~::.t\N 

Area of CDICLE 

Area of SECTOR OF CIRCLE 

ii:~t~"i~S~iV_C~'.;-: --_.- -.--

, f:., .. :.:!.,:.t'.~,.T;fu:j':, .•. : .•. :.:.; ... :.l.·i' .• , •. ",.~.:. ;~i, ••• 
", . ".',';::,:":?'.:, .,', 

2*a 

A ... s*s 

I\. = h*B 

A - ~*ll*H 

A .., 1:i*(A+ll)*1l 

A "" ll*H 

A .. II*R*R 

A =: 9 *II*R*l{ 
360 

• I 
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Ar(:<1 of CUIlE A "" 6~;SkS 

Area of CUnOID A ... 2* (h*n+B*lHh*H) 

.Area 0'" J. CYLINDER A 0= 2*II*R*1l+2*II*R*R 

Area i)[ CONE· A '" II*h.*l+ll*Rl~R 

Area of ~)PllERE A "" 4*11*R*R 

Perimeter of SQUARE P l,*S 

Per:lmetcr of RECTANGLF P "" 2* (L+n) 

Perimeter of CIRCLE P "" 2*II*R 

Perimeter (If SECTOR OF CIRCLE .p .. 2*R+( 9 *2*IIi;R) 
360 

VoluUle (If ·CUBE V ... S*S*S 

Volume of cunOID V '" L*ll*H "I .• 

Volume o{: PlUSH V ... A*!! .. 
VolaJIl.c of. CYLINDER V ... lI;I;R*R*H 

VolUlnc: of CONE V '" 1/3*II*R~Ri;H 

Volulil!;· of SPHEIU~ V ,.. '*/J*II*Rklt*R 

l?Etl1UTATION/COM.'JINA'fION/Jo'ACTORIAL 

Permutation p - n*(n-l)*(n-2)* ••• r[(n~r)k(u-~-1)*.~ 
f 
%. 

Combination C~c~(n-l)*(n-2)* ••• I/(n-r)*(u-c-l) 

~ ••• 1*r*r-l* ••• 1 

FuCl:orlll ~ - n*(n-1)*(n-2)* ••• 1 



SYSTEM DESIGN 

CHAPTER FOUR 

PROGRAM FLOWCHART 

START 

DISPLAY 
MAIN -MENU 

INPUT CHOICE 

STOP 

MAN PROGRAM 

DO 
ARITHEMA TIC 
PROGRESSION 

DO 
GEOMETRIC 

PROGRESSION 

EXIT 
PROGRAM 



0, , 

:'" , . 

,,", , ' 
" ·v, 

. ',-
-I " 
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PROGRAM FLOWCHART 

START 

DISPLAY 
APMENU 

INPUT CHOICE 

STOP 
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ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION 
AP PROGRAM 

DO 
EXPLANATIONS AND 

EXAMPLES 

DO 
SOLVE 

PROBLEM, 

EXIT 



PROGRAM FLOWCHART 

START 

DISPLAY 
AP MENU 

INPUT CHOICE 

STOP 
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ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION 
GP PROGRAM 

DO 
EXPLANA nONS AND 

EXAMPLES 

DO 
PROBLEM 

EXIT 



4.3 

PROCESS FLOWCHART 

ALGORITHM:-

INPUT 

VIA 

KEY BOARD 

PROCESSING 

DISPLAYED 
OUTPUT 

This is the step by step procedures to solve progression. 

4.3.1 MENU PROGRAM 

(1) Display main menu 

(2) Enter choice 

(3) If choice = 1 Do arithmetic progression 

21 



(4) If choice = 2 Do Geometric progressio~ 

(5) If choice = 3 exit program 

~ , 
.,',' ;. (6) Stop 

, .. ;',1 '4.3.2 AP PROGRAM 
I 

" i 

(1) Display Ap menu 

(2) Enter choice 

(3) If choice = 1 Do explanation & examples 

(4) If choice = 3 Do solve problem 

(5) If choice = 3 exit program 

(6) Stop 

4.3.3 GP PROGRAM 

(1) Display GP program 

(2) Enter choice 

(3) If choice = 1 Do explanation & examples 

(4) Ifchoice = 2 Do solve problem 

, , (5)' If choice = 3 exit program 

. ,l ' 

" ' 
. I • .' • 

. ';"\ 
. '. . ~ ,~ ,1 

, .! :~ 

.;. 
,1.' 

Stop 

22 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 SUMMARY 

It is a well fact that progression has been always seen as major topics of 

concern to student in that it involves a lot of formula and such students at the 

thought of having to do calculations are always scare. Therefore these factors an 

some other factors such as efficiency speed in learning and ability to score high 

mark and interest in mathematics as been the focus and earn of CAPS). 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

The APS is meant to be used concurrently with the manual normal 

method of learning mathematic but manly used for checking and private 

learning for high ability and interest development in mathematics. 

RECOMMENDA TION 

It is recommended that the user of the CAPS) automated progression 

system strictly follow the procedure of operation of the (APS) for effective and 

accurate result to be achieved and the APS should be introduced in the school 

for parallel running oflearning mathematics in tertiary institutions. 
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" ." 

.ub:.9p:,: 
' ............ \ .. , 

eif, choice =3 
I 
I 

It 
i 
~if. 
I 
I • 

~routJ.ne (ap) 

~ate (5,29), colour 1: print "arithmetic progression" 

ate (8,5), color 2: print II [1] definition of terms" 

ate ,(10,5), color 2: print II (2) solve problem" 

ate (12, 5), color 2: print "[3) exit II 

ate '( 14,5), color 2: input II type the namber your want II choice 

choice'= 1 

',!,:,:'.\'.'" 

'. ' ',~;< :'; ':';:t~1~::~·' . 
, j. : ( ""~' 

at'e'\":(5,5), print "Ap is the from a+ (n-1) * d" 

t , ( 

" I'" ~,<' I , 
ate/,(7 ,5), print "note that N2 - nl = n3 = n2 = n4 - n3 II 



~ 

ft 
tate 
, 
it fl. 
I 

'$ 

(10,5), print IIdefinition, a is the first term in Ap" 

}:ate (12,5), print IIdefinition, n is the number of terms in Ap" 
l 

fait' 
1 ' 
~ate~{14,5),'print IIdefinition, d is hte diference between terms in AplI 
j 
lit· ~ ..I.. '. ; .,,:/" 
~ " 

., ). J I . ~ '(,' " 

!ca~e:::,(2,O;5), print' lIare you okay? II 
1 " .,,' t .',' ':," ~ , 

i put ':':'yes :"or no" res$ 

~ res$ = yes 
I 
I 

Jt choice = 2 
! 

,
• choice = 2 

's 

to locate (7,5), then print 'let us solve p~belm' 
.cate(10;5), input a, n, d 

t Tn = a + (n - 1) *d) 

~at~-(li,5), print "using the formula a + (n - 1) * d" 

·cate (13,5), print lithe term is" Tn 

Icate (17,5), print lido you have more probelm?" 

lput "yes or No' res$ 

res$ = yes 

170 

I:it 

!turn 

lbrounbine (GP) 

s 

cate (5,29), color 1: print "gometric progression" 

cate (8,5), color 2: print "(l) definition of terms" 

:::ate (10,5), color 2; Print" (2) solve probelm" 

~ate(12,5), color 2; print" (3) exit" 



n is the number of terms in GP" 

) them'locate (7,5), print "let us solve probelm" 

input a, r, n 

" N-l 

print "using hte formula a * r " N-l" I', 

print "do you have more probelm?" 

no" res$ 



i 
l 
i 

OUTPUT 1 

\Velcomc to nuton~.ntcd progression and l\1easurntion system 

(APMS) 

BY 

NWOZU E.A. FED. POLY. NAS. 



OUTPUf2 

MENU 

[1] Aritbmetic Progression 

[21 Geometric Progression 

[3 j 1\1NlSUI'Cltion 

[4J Exit 

Choose 1.2. 3 or ~ 



OFf PUT 3 

ArIthmetic Prngn'ssion 

[t 1 Dcflnftfon oftl'rms 

(2) SofveProblem 

eJl Exit 

Type the number you W?,,::"2. 

AP is of tile form n + (n-l) '-d 

Note tbat N2-Nl = 03-n2 =n4-nl 

Definition. a is the first term in AP 

Definition, n is the number or term in AP 

~fin4tion, d is the diff~I'cmce b4:ltw{len terms in AP 

Are y013 okay? 



Output 4 

Let us solve' problem 

Using tht' furmula a+ (n-1)"'<I 

The tt'rm is 100 

Do you have more problem? 



., 
1 

I 

I 
i 
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